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Observational estimates of vertical mixing length



Eddy Diffusivity from All Cases (and Obs)

➢ Default schemes are too 
diffusive

➢ EDMF-GFS is most diffusive

➢ With modifications (alpha = 
0.25 for EDMF-GFS and 
elmx = 100 m for 
EDMF-TKE), both schemes 
have reduced diffusivity 
closer to obs

➢ Limited obs at high wind 
speed (an observational 
need) 

(Gopal, Hazelton, Zhang, 2021)



Evaluating and improving PBL physics in HAFS

● ¾ schemes close to Best Track
● Modified EDMF-GFS a little bit of an outlier
● Original EDMF-GFS produces worst intensity
● Reducing diffusivity produces wind peak closer to Best Track





Composite Analysis of MEDMF-TKE vs. K-EDMF
➢ Comparison of 2020 

HAFS-B results using 
MEDMF-TKE (red) vs. 
tests using Hybrid K-profile 
EDMF (blue)

➢ Stronger PBL inflow and 
supergradient outflow in 
composites for 
MEDMF-TKE

➢ Produced better RI 
forecasts in several cases 
including Hurricane Delta 

-Hazelton, A. T., Gopalakrishnan, S., and J. A. Zhang, 2021: Comparison of The Hybrid EDMF and Modified EDMF-TKE PBL 
Schemes in 2020 Tropical Cyclone Forecasts from the Global-nested Hurricane Analysis and Forecast System, Wea. Forecasting, in 
review.



Hurricane Ida: Case Study in the Importance of Physics for RI

➢ HAFS-B with MEDMF-TKE produced excellent RI forecasts for Ida
➢ Slow intensification followed by rapid ramp-up on approach to landfall
➢ Structure compares very favorably with P3 radar data from HFP flights
➢ Still lots of room for improvement (landfall timing, eye size)



LES modeling for hurricanes

➢ Develop a LES framework to evaluate PBL schemes in hurricane conditions
➢ The novelty of this framework is the LES is performed in the thermodynamic conditions derived 

from actual mature hurricanes
➢ The K-profile parameterization (KPP) schemes are inherently flawed in hurricane boundary layers
➢ The LES results recommend the maximum mixing length above the surface layer is ~40 m

-Chen, X., G.H. Bryan, J.A. Zhang, J.J. Cione, and F.D. Marks, 2021: A framework for simulating the 
tropical-cyclone boundary layer using large-eddy simulation and its use in evaluating PBL parameterizations. J. 
Atmos Sci., in press. https://doi.org/10.1175/JAS-D-20-0227.1

LES setup Evaluation of KPP PBL schemes Mixing length

https://doi.org/10.1175/JAS-D-20-0227.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/JAS-D-20-0227.1


HAFX forecasts in the 2021 hurricane season

➢ HAFX is a parallel run on Orion using the improved EDMF-TKE PBL scheme based on LES 
results (Chen et al. 2021, in review)

➢ HAFX captured well the rapid intensification as well as the track of Hurricane Ida.
➢ Track error is less than 50 n mi within 4 days for Hurricane Larry. 
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Future Development/Testing

➢ How do PBL physics impact the prediction of TC structure like ERCs?
➢ How does resolution change the impact of modifications to PBL 

physics (using moving nest)?
➢ How does model physics impact the subtropical ridge and right bias 

that is sometimes seen in HAFS-B forecasts?
➢ How can we use observational data (like the TC-RADAR dataset) to 

evaluate and improve the TC structure forecasts from HAFS?
➢ How can we collect new turbulence observations (e.g. sUAS and 

saildrone) for model physics evaluation and improvement purposes? 


